The following is an approximate list of content covered during term 1 & 2 of the course.

Please read carefully and ensure you choose the correct level for you.

In order to be suitable for this level, students must have completed Chinese Level One or have equivalent previous knowledge (please see course content for Level One).

This course aims to further develop the basic communicative competence of learners, both in speaking and writing supported by the coverage of relevant grammatical structures.

Please note that this is the continuation of a beginners course and is not intended for those with intermediate level. If your level is too advanced for this course, you will be asked to withdraw.

If you know more than 65% of the content in the course, your level is too advanced.

Topics and Vocabulary

Extended topic studies on:

- Weather
- Shopping
- Invitations
- Appointments
- Food
- Travel
- Timetables

Grammar

- Focus on characters recognition
- Past tense
- Future tense
- Measure words
- Number further study
- Special word forms

Culture

Students will be introduced to various aspects of Chinese culture
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